Correct annotation of the genetic relationships between samples is essential for population genomic studies, which could be biased by errors or omissions. To this end, we used identity-by-state (IBS) and identity-by-descent (IBD) methods to assess genetic relatedness of individuals within HapMap phase III data. We analyzed data from 1,397 individuals across 11 ethnic populations. Our results support previous studies (Pemberton et al., 2010; Kyriazopoulou-Panagiotopoulou et al., 2011) assessing unknown relatedness present within this population. Additionally, we present evidence for 1,657 novel pairwise relationships across 9 populations. Surprisingly, significant Cotterman's coefficients of relatedness K1 (IBD1) values were detected between pairs of known parents. Furthermore, significant K2 (IBD2) values were detected in 32 previously annotated parent-child relationships. Consistent with a hypothesis of inbreeding, regions of homozygosity (ROH) were identified in the offspring of related parents, of which a subset overlapped those reported in previous studies (Gibson et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2011 ). In total, we inferred 28 inbred individuals with ROH that overlapped areas of relatedness between the parents and/or IBD2 sharing at a different genomic locus between a child and a parent. Finally, 8 previously annotated parent-child relationships had unexpected K0 (IBD0) values (resulting from a chromosomal abnormality or genotype error), and 10 previously annotated second-degree relationships along with 38 other novel pairwise relationships had unexpected IBD2 (indicating two separate paths of recent ancestry). These newly described types of relatedness may impact the outcome of previous studies and should inform the design of future studies relying on the HapMap Phase III resource.
Introduction
The International HapMap Project [1] identified common variation among single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within 11 distinct geographic groups (see Methods). The individuals were chosen to be representative of the genetic background within these populations. This information was used to identify patterns of linkage-disequilibrium and inform genome-wide association studies (GWAS) [1, 2, 3] , contributing to our knowledge of genomic loci that have an influence on human health and disease [4] . Additional uses of HapMap data include GWAS of gene expression [5, 6] , construction of haplotype maps [2] , examination of joint allele frequency distributions [7] , and investigation of regions that have undergone positive selection [8] .
Since consanguinity occurs at different levels among inbred and outbred populations [9, 10, 11] , and the offspring of related individuals may have regions of homozygosity due to autozygosity, tracts of homozygosity have been characterized within HapMap samples [12] . These results suggested that the majority of homozygosity found was due to decreased recombination at various genomic loci, with some individuals (NA12874, NA18992, and NA18987) highlighted as potentially having a greater degree of recent relatedness in their ancestry [12, 13] . Previous work has defined a region of homozygosity (ROH) as having a minimum length of either 500 kb or 1 Mb [14] ; however, ROHs greater than or equal to 500 kb are relatively rare in outbred populations [15, 16] . Additional studies have identified regions having low recombination and long-haplotype sharing with evidence for distant sharing in several chromosomal regions among the different populations within HapMap [13, 17, 18] .
Each HapMap population has been assumed to contain unrelated individuals unless otherwise annotated [1, 2, 3] . Recent work has established significant unannotated relatedness among 1,397 HapMap Phase III samples. In total, 604 unexpected, newly annotated relationships were established that consisted of identical, parent-child, full-sibling, second, third, and fourth-degree relationships [19, 20] . The majority of the relationships were from the Maasai in Kinyawa, Kenya (MKK), suggesting considerable background relatedness in that population [19] . Additional work has suggested the presence of further unannotated relatedness within HapMap Phase III [11, 18, 21] .
In the present study, we report 1657 novel pairwise relationships across nine populations and validate previously reported relationships [19, 20] based on a method (kcoeff) [22] used to estimate Cotterman coefficients of relationship [23] . We present evidence of mislabeling among the annotated second-degree relationships (e.g. half-sibling as avuncular). In addition, some annotated relationships also had unexpected levels of IBD states for their relationship type. For example, there were parent-child relationships with IBD0 (indicating genotype miscall or deletion events involving expected IBD1) and IBD2 (possibly caused by a consanguineous union). We reconstructed a pedigree involving 171 individuals from MKK in which 149 were related to at least one other individual with an estimated K1 that exceeded 0.20. Also, we analyzed the amount of homozygosity in each sample, finding levels consistent with previous work [12, 13] . Finally, we present evidence for inbreeding in 28 individuals who resulted from a consanguineous union.
Results

Unexpected Relationships in HapMap Phase III
We analyzed HapMap Phase III genotype data by computing all possible pairwise comparisons of autosomal IBD values for 1,397 individuals within each of the 11 geographic groups (n = 95,991 within-group comparisons). We plotted the withingroup data for previously known relationships (n = 604) [2, 19, 20] ( Figure 1A ) and annotated by the degree of relationship assigned from previous studies. The relationship types clustered around their expected K1 values (estimated by kcoeff) descending from parent-child relationships near 1.0, to full-siblings, second, third, and fourth-degree relationships. An MZ twin pair from MKK (NA21344/NA21737) is highlighted having an expected K1 of zero (see arrow 1) and a K2 of 1.0 (data not shown).
We next analyzed those previously known parent-child (n = 32) and second-degree relationships (n = 10) for which we observed unexpected K2 sharing $0.001 (corresponding to autosomal loci cumulatively $3 Mb) ( Figure 1B) . The presence of appreciable IBD2 sharing between parent-child is indicative of potential relatedness between the parents, while IBD2 among seconddegree relatives is caused by having two common ancestors of distinct lineage (bilineal). Relatedness between the parents could lead to inbreeding in the child as we describe below. Arrow 2 points to MKK pair NA21438/NA21362 with estimated K2 of 0.014. This pair was previously estimated by RELPAIR analysis as a full-sibling pair in 10/25 runs with 15/25 runs suggesting it to be a second-degree relative [19] ; our data support the assignment of a second-degree relationship as full-siblings have an expected K2 of 0.25. This provides an example of the challenge of assigning a relationship type given atypical IBD sharing.
The observation of unexpected IBD0 in parent-child relationships may be indicative of an ROH resulting from a genotype miscall or hemizygous deletion. We observed 8 parent-child pairs with K0$0.001 ( Figure 1C) . Arrow 3 points to CEU pair NA12874/NA12865 in which NA12874 is homozygous for almost the entirety of the q arm of chromosome 1 as reported previously [12] and as shown with SNPduo software which plots the identityby-state (IBS) observations for a pair of individuals along with their respective genotypes on a per chromosome basis (Figure S1A-D) [24] . The K0 estimate of ,0.047 is inflated due to the lack of heterozygous calls within this region of NA12874. This is a characteristic of the kcoeff program as previously noted [25] . An example of an apparent IBD0 event is illustrated in (Figure S1E-H) .
The occurrence of K1 between two people provides evidence for relatedness, particularly if the amount is sufficiently high (we applied a cutoff value of 0.025). We detected 1657 pairwise relationships involving individuals previously annotated as unrelated (shown by group in Figure 1D ). This relatedness was confirmed using SNPduo analysis to observe autosomal regions ($10 Mb) lacking IBS0. Four pairwise comparisons (NA19763/ NA19670, NA19656/NA19681, NA21090/NA21109, and NA21125/NA21098) all had K1 values over 0.025 (with 0.028 being the highest) but we did not annotate these as related since SNPduo analysis did not reveal a region indicating IBD1. This is presumably due to multiple regions of low variability (conserved haplotypes representing ancestral sharing) between individuals that result in elevated K1 values for recently unrelated individuals.
Thirty-eight of those newly annotated pairs had IBD2 estimates $0.001 ( Figure 1E ). All but one (MXL pair NA19657/NA19787) were from the MKK population. This result is expected since the large amount of relatedness within MKK would increase the probability that two individuals shared at least two independent common ancestors (discussed in detail below). We generated a complete list of IBD estimates for 2261 pairwise comparisons that have evidence of recent ancestry (604 previously annotated plus 1657 newly reported) ( Table S1 ). Out of the 1,397 individuals involved in HapMap Phase III, 785 are related to at least one other individual (with a K1 greater than 0.025, except between parents of an inbred child).
Estimating the degree of relationship for a given pair of individuals is unequivocal for identical samples that share 100% IBD2, parent-child pairs that share 100% IBD1, and full-sibling pairs that share 25% IBD0, 50% IBD1, and 25% IBD2. Past research has shown that there is variation among percent of the genome shared for full-siblings (e.g. IBD1 with ranges of 0.38-0.62) [26, 27] and we agree with this range. Past research has also shown there is virtually no overlap between estimated IBD1 sharing between 1/4 th and 1/8 th relationships but there is considerable overlap between third, fourth, fifth-degree relationships and higher [28] . We report total numbers of annotated and newly reported related pairwise comparisons by group and K1 and K2 levels in Table 1 . The majority of the relationships are within MKK (see below).
We plotted the degrees of relatedness with respect to the distribution of K1 value ( Figure 1F ). We started with parent-child and full-sibling relationships (as well as second-degree relationships either previously known [2, 19] or ones with K1 values .0.35) and annotated as many pairwise comparisons by degree of relatedness as possible. We also labeled third and fourth-degree relationships from previous publications but cannot support all those relationships [20] . We were able to annotate seventh-degree relationships within MKK due to the nature of extensive sharing and building off full-sibling, parent-child, and second-degree relationships; however, the majority of pairwise comparisons with K1 values indicative of relatedness were not assigned a degree of relationship. The figure illustrates the overlap between second-degree and third-degree relationships. The K1 distribution for second-degree relationships spans 0.3-0.7 as measured in annotated pedigrees [25] , while third-degree relationships may have values as high as 0.35. It is also apparent that the K1 overlap between degrees of relatedness increases as the number of generations to a common ancestor becomes greater.
We identified 28 individuals who were inferred to be inbred based upon a ROH overlapping with a region of unexpected IBD1 between their parents. Parent-child relationships with IBD2 ( Figure 1B) provided further support for consanguineous unions but do not overlap ROH. The ROH that are inferred to be autozygous segments in an inbred individual are provided in Table S2 (individual regions) and Table S3 (total Mb of homozygosity). We identified five additional individuals with related parents but no autozygous segments that overlapped regions of IBD1 between the parents. Following previous work [25] , we used SNPduo to visualize inferred regions of IBD1 (Figure 2A ; see region 1) that had an absence of IBS0 calls between two parents (NA18504 and NA18505) overlapping a region of IBD2 ( Figure 2B ; see region 2) between NA18504 and the child (NA18503) along chromosome 4 ( Figure 2D ). Region 1 also overlapped a region ( Figure 2C ; see region 3) of homozygosity in the child that indicates inheritance of the same allele from both parents. A second example is provided in Figure 2E -G for parents (NA19121 and NA19122) and the child (NA19123) across chromosome 20. Examples of IBD2 sharing among second-degree relationships are provided in Figure S2 .
We report all inbred individuals in Table 2 . We include additional information on the extent of homozygosity due to autozygosity, the number of regions, chromosomes affected, and the reason we report inbreeding (i.e. parents were related and/or IBD2 was detected in a parent-child relationship). Finally, some individuals are not reported to have autozygous segments (and are not inferred to be inbred) but the parents of these individuals are related or the child shares IBD2 with a parent. IBD1 estimates between the parents of inbred individuals and IBD1 estimates between the parents or IBD2 estimates between a parent and a child who is not inbred (see above) are presented in Table S1 .
Using logic-based methodologies (see Methods), we reconstructed 34 relationships and provide evidence for corrected annotations for pairwise comparisons in Table 3 . For example, we were able to infer avuncular status of NA21617 to NA21370 and NA21312 by finding regions where NA21617 was related to both individuals at the same locus while the inferred half-siblings were unrelated to each other at that position (see Methods). Using estimates of IBD, we present additional evidence that atypical IBD sharing can affect parent-child relationships (e.g. small amounts of IBD0 can result in RELPAIR inferring grandparent/grandchild relationships in a small percentage of runs) or second-degree relationships (e.g. small amounts of IBD2 can result in RELPAIR inferring full sibling relationships) (see [25] ). Pemberton et al. proposed the creation of a dataset of 1161 individuals having no parent-child or full sibling pairs (''HAP1161''), as well as HAP1117 also having no seconddegree relative pairs. Their analysis concluded that five pairwise comparisons likely involved 1/8 th relationships. However, in an effort to treat the data analysis conservatively, they classified these as 1/4 th related and removed them from HAP1117 [19] . The present study confirms that these are likely 1/8 th relationships (Table 3) , supported by the estimated amount of K1 (Figure 1A , F; see blue circles). We further identified a parent-child relationship (NA21737/NA21366) and a full-sibling relationship (NA21737/NA21301) in HAP1161 that should be excluded.
Additionally, we were able to infer the pedigree structure for a subset of individuals in MKK. We present a pedigree of 61 individuals in which 46 are related to at least one other person to show the extent of familial sharing present (Figure 3) . We present the full pedigree of 171 individuals in which 138 are related to at least one other person for K1 values exceeding 0.20 ( Figure S3) .
We also detected unusual K2 values indicating that a few megabases (K0 , 0.001) were shared among unrelated individuals ( Figure S4 ). Subsequent analysis with SNPduo highlighted two regions (6p22.1 and 11p11.2) in which IBD1, IBD2, and/or ROH were seen in the majority of pairwise comparisons with elevated K2 levels (data not shown). Previous studies have found considerable homozygosity and allele sharing at these loci due to the presence of long haplotypes that are conserved [13, 17] .
Discussion
Our results provide a detailed and definitive estimate of all recent ancestry within HapMap Phase III in which the estimated level of IBD1 exceeds 0.025 (slightly less than the expected amount of relatedness for seventh-degree relatives). We identified an additional 1657 relationships representing nine of the eleven ethnic populations: ASW, CEU, CHD, GIH, LWK, MKK, MXL, TSI, and YRI. Furthermore, we present evidence for reassigning relationship type to 30 second-degree relationships (e.g. halfsibling to avuncular), assigning 32 previously annotated parentchild relationships with unexpected IBD2, assigning 8 previously annotated parent-child relationships with unexpected IBD0, and assigning 10 previously annotated second-degree relationships with unexpected IBD2 [2, 19] .
In addition 28 individuals are inferred to be inbred based upon relatedness between the parents and/or IBD2 between a parent and the child coinciding with ROH in the child. Five additional individuals had related parents but no ROH due to autozygosity. Since our methods of inferring inbreeding in a child required the presence of a parent to facilitate identification and previous publications have established ROH present within various samples [12, 13] , it is possible that many more inbred individuals exist within the different HapMap populations. In fact, we also uncovered two genomic regions on chromosomes 6 and 11 that confer low levels of inferred IBD2 sharing (as well as extended tracts of homozygosity) that were previously identified as being within regions of low recombination [17, 18] . Taken together, these results suggest that distant relatedness is shared both within and between populations.
The HapMap collection has served as a primer for understanding common genetic variation both within and between populations. HapMap samples are also a part of the 1000 Genomes Project, which seeks to identify and characterize 95% of alleles having a frequency of 1% or higher in genomic regions accessible to high-throughput sequencing technologies in various populations of the world [29] . Central to this work is the inclusion of unrelated individuals to accurately estimate appropriate levels of variation. These collections were used to map structural variations [30] , uncover areas of frequent recombination events [31] , and look for evidence for or against classic selective sweeps in the human genome [32] .
Since all members of the CEU population of HapMap overlap with the Centre d'É tude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) pedigrees [2, 33, 34] , there exists a set of pedigrees and individuals in other studies that are inferred to be related. Previous work has already addressed the issue of relatedness and consanguinity within subsets of the CEPH collection [25, 35, 36] . These results could extend to previous work, such as research into the inheritance of gene expression in which the relatedness was not explicitly accounted for [37, 38, 39] . With a history of uncovering unannotated relatedness in datasets that have been used extensively throughout the literature by others and by us [19, 20, 22, 25, 36] , we recommend more stringent measures of quality control as part of the analysis of experiments with outcomes which may be sensitive to unannotated relatedness.
Materials and Methods
HapMap Genotype Data
We obtained HapMap Phase III genotype data (hapmap3_r3/ deposited 12 February, 2010 and downloaded March 20, 2010) . The data were from 1,397 individuals representing 11 distinct geographic groups: African ancestry in Southwest USA (ASW; n = 87 individuals); Utah residents with Northern and Western European ancestry from the CEPH collection (CEU; n = 165); Han Chinese in Beijing, China (CHB; n = 137); Chinese in Metropolitan Denver, Colorado (CHD; n = 109); Gujarati Indians in Houston, Texas (GIH; n = 101); Japanese in Tokyo, Japan (JPT; n = 113); Luhya in Webuye, Kenya (LWK; n = 110); Maasai in Kinyawa, Kenya (MKK; n = 184); Mexican ancestry in Los Angeles, California (MXL; n = 86); Tuscans in Italy (TSI; n = 102); and Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI; n = 203). We only included data from autosomes and removed 6 chromosome and mitochondrial SNPs. We used PLINK [40] to convert a "ped" file from nucleotide to numeric format.
IBS and IBD Analyses
The genotype data was analyzed for IBD using kcoeff software [22] that estimates the percent of genome shared IBD0 (K0), IBD1 (K1), and IBD2 (K2) (i.e. Cotterman coefficients of relatedness k0, k1, and k2). kcoeff removed all SNPs that were concordant homozygotes resulting in an average of 712,112 informative SNPs remaining for each pairwise comparison. We estimated IBD with a window size of 500 informative SNPs. For the 1,397 individuals from 11 different ethnic populations, we performed a total of 975,106 pairwise comparisons including 95,991 within-group comparisons. We analyzed IBS with SNPduo (a web-based program that generates plots and tables of IBS sharing across chromosomes) [24] . SNPduo++ [24] was used to analyze all 95,991 within-group pairwise comparisons between the 1,397 samples) and to generate IBS2*_ratio values of [IBS2*/(IBS0+IBS2*)], where IBS2* denotes AB/AB genotypes [22, 41] . Regions of IBD are visually inferred from figures that plot IBS observations between individuals and are used throughout. Additionally, regions of IBD are calculated from kcoeff given SNP data which analyses regions of IBS between two individuals over contiguous regions throughout the genome. 
Homozygosity Analyses
We used a previously developed algorithm [25] to identify regions of homozygosity for every individual in a population.
Minimal regions were defined as those being $2 Mb and $400 SNPs. Homozygosity and Distant IBD Our kcoeff IBD method was robust for inferring relationships with an estimated K1$0.025. We previously established a method for comparing regions of homozygosity in offspring to possible regions of IBD1 between the parents indicating when the homozygosity is due to autozygosity [25] . We modified this approach to include the minimum regions of homozygosity $2 Mb and $400 SNPs. Copy number information was not used to discriminate those ROH that result from a hemizygous deletion. A ROH in a child overlapping a region of IBD1 between the parents is evidence of inbreeding (as given in Table 2 ). Since parents were available for a small percentage of individuals, the majority of the ROH reported in Tables S2-3 could be due to a hemizygous deletion or autozygosity.
Reconstruction of Pedigrees
Inferring the degree of relationship allows for a potential classification of the type of relationship. For example, a pair of individuals inferred to be second-degree relatives could be inferred to be half-siblings, as opposed to grandparent-grandchild or avuncular. We present a method for reconstructing second-degree and third-degree relationships based on multiple pairwise comparisons. This approach requires specific information based on how alleles are shared. We provide five scenarios (as seen in Table 3 ) for classifying second-degree relationships: Scenario 1, inferring an avuncular (AV) relationship to two half-siblings (HS); Scenario 2, inferring an AV relationship to two full-siblings (FS); Scenario 3, inferring HS; Scenario 4, inferring a third or fourthdegree relationship; and Scenario 5, ruling out specific types of relationships. These methods are described in detail in the supporting information as well as Figures S5-11 and Table  S4 . The majority of this method was applied to the MKK population and a section of the reconstructed pedigree is presented in Figure 3 . The full pedigree is contained in Figure S3 and links all relationships with a K1 value greater than 0.20. Note that some of the relationships are indicated by the estimated degree of relationship as full reconstruction of relationship type is not possible without more information. Previously designated relationships for annotated pairs are reassigned based on pedigree reconstruction methods or IBD analysis. Note that certain relationships annotated correctly by previous studies (and Pemberton et al. 2010 [19] ) are included because of the addition of further information. For example, NA12874 and NA12865 were correctly assigned a parent-child relationship but we amend that to parent-child_IBD0 based on the presence of apparent IBD0 between them. Scenarios used to prove or rule out a relationship type are provided in the Supplemental Method File. Abbreviations used: Inferred, our annotation for a given pairwise comparison; PO, parent-child; AV, avuncular; GG, grandparent-grandchild; HS, half-sibling. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049575.t003 Figure 3 . Reconstruction of a partial pedigree from the MKK group. We analyzed MKK genotype data using IBD analysis and inferred the familial relationships of 61 individuals with 46 being related to at least 1 other person. This graph contains relationships constructed from seconddegree, full-sibling, parent-child, and identical relationships (with the exception of NA21352 and NA21351 who are inferred to be first-cousins based on their second-degree relationship to NA21414; see top left of figure) . All indicated relationships are based on previous analysis (siblings: thick green lines), previous annotation (family trios; family ID), and inferred analyses (sibling relationships, thick blue lines; corrected parent-child orientation, thick red lines; corrections made to annotated relationships, thick yellow lines; other familial relationships; thin black lines). Dashed rectangles indicate family units annotated by the HapMap project at the Coriell website. F indicates family identifier (e.g. F2654). Individual identifiers are shown as the last three digits of NA21xxx (e.g. 353 at the upper left of the figure corresponds to individual NA21353). All IBD information is given in Table S1 . Note that several individuals who are part of MKK (e.g. NA12310 in family 2566) and for whom cell lines were created did not have SNP data as part of the HapMap Phase III release. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049575.g003
Supporting Information (e.g. 382 at the upper left of the figure corresponds to individual NA21382). All IBD information is given in Table S1 . A subset of this pedigree is presented in Figure 3 .
(EPS) Figure S4 Evidence for Haplotype sharing. We analyzed HapMap genotype data using IBS (IBS2*_ratio from SNPduo++ [22, 24] Supporting Information S1 Assumptions and methods for reconstruction of relationships given genotype data. A supporting document is attached that provides a method to reconstruct second-degree relationships (i.e. half-sibling and avuncular), third-degree relationships (i.e. first-cousin) and fourth-degree relationships based on patterns of sharing regions IBD. Important assumptions for this method are provided that details scenarios in which this method should be applied and outlines circumstances that suggest atypical relatedness is present that warrants a cautious interpretation. These methods were applied to the HapMap populations described in this paper. More specifically, this method was used to construct Figure 3 and Figure S3 within the MKK population.
(DOC) Table S1 IBD estimates for previously annotated and novel relationships. We report the IBD estimates for every pairwise comparison that we report as related within HapMap Phase III release 3 (n = 2,261). This includes previously annotated relationships (denoted by column headers indicating presence in Pemberton et al. [19] or Kyriazopoulou-Panagiotopoulou et al. [20] . We provide the estimated relationship coefficient for pairs that we were able to reconstruct according to the methods. This list includes all relationships with a K1 greater than 0.025 (including ID/MZ that have K2 ,1.0) as well as the relationships between the parents of inbred individuals.
(XLSX) 
